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THE LOOP: getting down to business
This week Monday thousands of
Chassidim (yes thre are thousands of Chassidim, yet the Rabbi
still cant find a minyan!) will be
gathering together as one for
one propose,

done in the history of siyumei
harambam!

be more properly understood with a
small introduction;

We will be joining together with
many other camps around the

When MIVTZA RAMBAM was
started one of the main things the
Rebbe stressed was the Achdus
that it will bring to the entire Klal
Yisroel together as one, learning
the simple laws of rambam

We will be gathering to celebrate
the 38th cycle of learning rambam!
But first a Hakdama:
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As we discussed last week THE
LOOP is the Chassidishe Arum of
Gan Yisroel.

A chasidishe fabrengen

Therefore THE LOOP is devoting the weekend to the Siyum
harambam.
What we will be doing the next
few days is going to CHANGE
YOUR LIFE™ FOREVER. We will
experience a Siyum like no other,
something that has never been

world!
We will be joining to celebrate
the Siyum Harambam together!

The Rambam doesn't even bring
the reasons to his Halachos! The
Rebbe explains that this shows
on this Achdus, once reasons are
brought there is place to give
other reasons, but here there
are none! We are ONE nation
learning ONE book as ONE!
So this Monday don’t just wake
up like every day, wake up with a
BANG! And prepare yourself for
the greatest Siyum you have ever
witness!

The true beauty of this siyum can
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BESSER N’ GRESSER; part two
Looking for a way back, but they
saw nothing. Besser turns to Gresser
and says “I see a light from far
away, it looks like a bomfire”
gresser replies; “oh ya I saw that a
while ago while you were sleeping I went there” as smoke begins
to come out of besser’s ears he
shouts; “gresser! I’v been looking
all night for signs of life, why in
the world would you not tell me
about this!”
Besser replies with a hearty laugh;

“oh this is that camp you keep
talking about?” besser ansers in
rage; yes! Mr wise man this is the
camp! Uh! Whatever. Tell me
what you saw.” gresser continues
to laught and says; well, while
looking through the garbage I
found leftover hot dogs, left over
ketchup, freshly baked potatos…” besser stops him short;
“gresser, I'm not talking about
food. What else did you see?”
gresser continues; I saw some

pickles, diet coke…” “no!” besser
shouts “what about the kids?”
“oh” gresser answers “ya I saw the
kids their happy their satisfied
their all just snuggles by the fireplace on this lonely winter
night…” besser replies with a sigh
of relief; “ok good that what I
wanted to hear”
All of the sudden they hear a loud
explosion followed by complete
mayhem!
To be continued...
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A CAMPER SPEAKS; bivouac
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Dear Shmiary;

knew something was wrong up right where we were sleepso I started screaming on
ing, how covenant!
Today during learning class I
top of my lungs :it’s a break
was trying to pay attention
Besides for the fact that I only
out!” without even noticing!
and then some bus that said
ate 3 hot dogs without a bun
“Chippewa landing” rolls
And I was right!
and 2 with a bun and one with a
into camp.
bun and ketchup and 4 with a
When I saw the bus for the
half bun and a sprinkle a musSomeone in my learning
second time and especially
tard and one with a half a
class who was here last year when I saw the spider webs
hotdog and full bun… BUT I WAS
whispered to me that’s the between the seats I wasn't
FORSURE ABLE TO EAT MORE!
bivouac bus!
as excited…
It was one of the funnest nights
Then I understood why they But in the end we went
of my life
served French toast for
boating and the boats ended
breakfast! At the time I
But the cold...

THE A-FRAME - why it is
Anybody who has ever
been in CGI Detroit
whether it be a few years
ago or many, all remember one thing, the AFRAME.

“ I don’t
Actually like
Diet coke

Now, looking at the
structure nothing seems
to special theres nothing
out of the ordinary, it’s a
structure shaped like an
A and that’s it!

I just drink it
Because…”
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the list goes on and on… song:
its not a building it’s a
He runs to the A frame,
feeling, it’s a mind-set!
what meets his eyes
The amount of fabrengens that changed
the life's of campers and
counselors alike is unbelievable!

Like a father, so loving, he
looks back at him
“Dear Shmulik, just take
me along”

When you walk into the
Rebbe it’s only this sumA-FRAME remember this,
mer we’ve met
and never forget it.
Now you’re so much a part
In 20 years when your on of my life

But in truth, this AFRAME is not just an A
shaped frame, rather,
this A-FRAME represents
years upon years of Gan
Yisroel.

Shlichus and you need
chizuk, or in 10 years
when your going through
your zall years, remember the A-FRAME and it
will surely help you!

Eating, sleeping fabrenging, color war, kk… and

This reminds me of a

LOOP

That picture of the Rebbe
so strong

This summer in your presence I’ll never forget
And will forever be engraved in my mind.
A good shabbos gan Yisroel
and a good shabbos
A-FRAME!

CAMP TRIVIA

There are only three days
left to the grand mega



How many cubes of ice does it take to
make an ice skating rink?



How many points did HC Mendel get in
bowling?



Is it just me or is it cold in here?



Which professional designer designed
this year’s RC caps?



Is cheder sheni dabat a concept or a actual thing?



I LEARN RAMBAM EVERY DAY, DO
YOU?



How many cows were harmed in order to
feed the staff so far this year?

unity Siyum Harambam!
Get involved!

I AM A LINK IN THE REBBE’S GOLDEN
I'll never miss my daily Rambam
My Rebbe so desires
I'm not busy or too tired
When I learn Rambam connected I
remain
I am a link in the Rebbe's golden
chain
Bringing us closer reaching our dream
of dreams
When we'll be united for eternity

Whoever has the answers to these question
can come to the front office and say hello!

CAMP NEWS


The staff got into a big fight in the dining room



♪ IT’S A BREAK OUT!!! ♫



The RC FLAG™ took over the ice rink!



est night, in order to give the staff sweaters.



No raccoons ate any hotdogs the night of the bivouac, they were forced to go for the apples because no body cared about those…

We ate meatballs after bowling because hot dogs
don’t go well with bowling pins…



Lazy days were officially cancelled from the CGI
schedule. Now we have lazy-ish days.



We almost had a night activity but then the staff
came and saved the day.



We had 21 flavors of icecream!



We planned a breakout, but then the bus just
showed up and stole the show.



Chosidel is looking good, tasting good too



Good shabbos!



Wait, cheder sheni dabat moved locations!



We specifically planned the bivouac for the cold-
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1 - learn sefer hamitzvos
2 - answer the question
3 - get rewards

“RC 123 - THE NEW WAY TO LEARN”

Chosidel 2.0 presents
The grandest most amazing
Chosidel Event!

Stay tuned for many more amazing events!!!

RC IS A VORT

DO YOU DO THE DAILY SEFER HAMITZVOS?

